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INTRODUCTION : "FUGITIVE PIECES" AND
"GAUDY BOOKS": TEXTUAL, HISTORICAL,
AND VISUAL INTERPRETATIONS OF EPHEMERA
IN THE LONG EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
Kevin D. Murphy and Sally O'Driscoll

There is, perhaps, no Nation, in which it is so necessary, as in our own
to assemble, from Time to Time, the small Tracts and fugitive Pieces,
which are occasionally published: For, besides the general Subjects of
Enquiry, which are cultivated by us: in common with every other learned
Nation, our Constitution in Church and State naturally gives Birth to a
Multitude of Performances, which would either not have been written,
or could not have been made publick in any other Place. 1
-Samuel Johnson
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of eigh,,,nm-commy ephem-

era is familiar with the gut-wrenching arbitrariness that determines which of the
fugitive pieces mentioned by Samuel Johnson in his introduction to The Harleian
Miscellany survived and which-how many we will never know-blew away in
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litter of a London gutter or faced some even more ignominious end. Even
eighteenth-century collectors were fully aware of the fragiliry of the material they
saved: Bishop Percy told the story of how he snatched a manuscript from the
hands of a maid in his friend's house in Shropshire-she was using it to light fires,
but for him it became the basis of his extraordinarily popular Reliques ofAncient
Poetry; Samuel Pepys left careful instructions in his will for the disposition of his
collection, worrying about its survivaP Modern commentators describe the fate
of much cheap mint: it ended up lining .p~~.p.lar.es....aL.findin~a use..lrL.rhe pri\y..:...
is the material realiry of ephemeral textS: they were produced in vast quantities, t hey martered very much at the moment they were distributed , and then they
became rubbish. ~ Every rime a modern scholar pores over a particularly signifi cant
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I example, the question of whether it is representative or anomalous looms, and is

Categories

! necessarily relegated
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to the realms of the unanswerable.
The problems associated with the study of ephemera are daunting-and
thus this book, a collection of essays that acknowledge the realities: the ubiquity of
ephemeral texts, the special qualities of their materiality, their visual and linguistic
content, and the extraordinary influence they exerted in the political, religious,
and social world. Together, these essays take a step toward a truly interdisciplinary
account of eighteenth-century ephemera, by focusing first on the logic of categorization that constructs the very concept of ephemera itself, then on the unique
interplay of text and image that marks so much of the material. The broadside
ballad, the popular format in which visual and literary signification most crucially
intenwine, is thus a focus of much of the work in this volume.
Our goal in this volume is to bring a new scholarly vision and increased
anention to ephemeral works. In order to do so, it becomes necessary to re-think
the concept of ephemera: for once it is understood how pervasive such pieces were
in the literary and visual cultures of the period, the works of canonical writers and
visual anists need to be reconsidered in light of the world of ephemera in which
they were immersed. In both literary studies and art history this project has already
begun, although it needs further development. Peter Stallybrass, for example, has
examined early Shakespeare folios and concluded that none were bound during
the author's own lifetime." SlLakeSfleare must then be understood as !B£Lof the
l~rggJit.er~ry c;ulture that was dominated by unbound printed wo[ks,jQci1illi~K
p;}.mphlets, broadsheets, and chapbooks. In the field of an history, the significance
of cheap prims and other ephemeral objects for artists working in more durable
media has been addressed only sporadically-primarily in those cases in which
the reliance of the known artist on anonymous works is most overt, and especially
in connection with modern anists who lived through or after the great explosion of priming in the late nineteenth century. Edouard Manet, for example,
has been shown to have relied on popular imagery in the conceptualization of
various canvases; Pablo Picasso's use of newspapers and other ephemeral printed
materials in his cubist collages has been studied from a formal perspective but also
With an attention to what the appropriated works actually said or depicted. s The
point then is not just to look more closely at anonymous ephemeral works, but
to "ephemeralize" canonical works of literature and visual art, regardless of how
overt the maker's reliance on cheap print is, in order to situate more elite texts and
objects in their broader cultural context.
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and

Their

Discontents

If our goal in this collection is to revitalize the study of ephemera, then a reconsideration of the category of ephemera itself is the necessary first step: understanding various categories of ephemera, yes, but also seeing each category in
relation to others, as part of a whole. The first question this collection explores
then, is that of categorization: the logic defining the relegation of certain material to an archive whose very construction disconnects it from the mainstream
and from serious study. We draw here on the special perspective of archivists and
librarians: for the first problem of the field is the fact that so many different fu.~
~~~-chapbooks, broadsides, broadside ballads, cheap decorative prints , pam-

phlets-~~~.~rowQ.~i1Ly-=nilly:..intO-rh~_~ingle..bmad .categm-Y.Qf .ephem~~a. The
6
olio mixture of formats-and olio is a fine eighteenth-century term for this suggests that the category is defined by the low value placed on each piece rather
than by any coherent categorization. Yet even a brief glance at the materials tells
) us how highly valued many of them were: a cheap picture depicting a Bible tale
might be pasted onto a board by a day laborer and kept for years on the mantel
in his home;7 any alehouse or private house might have several broadside ballads
tacked to the walls; the poet John Clare wrote of his father, a farmworker, who
would lovingly save up to buy a few chapbooks of fairy tales , which he passed on
to his son and which became the child's first education. 8 Th(~g:jgm~Q1_aLh_'.l~e
~~~IL. cheap,- but-they. servd important Junctions. for _tl1e people who bought
tb.f.rJl. The unitary term ephemera thus leads us, ironically, away from an holistic
interpretation of the material, for it blinds us to the uses such material may have
served, and focuses only on the timeliness and temporal limitations of a small
percentage of the formats. A political pamphlet may indeed have had meaning
only for the month during which some particular governmental upheaval was
still being debated; the very specific language of that pamphlet might become
unintelligible to later readers, who had lost track of the references. In one sense,
that pamphlet is indeed "ephemeral," intended to exert an influence only in
that fleeting moment of its intervention. In another sense, that pamphlet is not
ephemeral at all, because a collector found it interesting or significant enough
\ I to save, and to file with other pamphlets of a certain type. The very nature of
such a pamphlet is dual: to make an immediate intervention, and to exemplify a
type of discourse that is seen to have long-lasting worth. Compare the nature of
this political pamphlet with a traditional ballad-"Chevy Chase," for example,
or "The Two Children in the Wood": cheaply printed as broadsides that cOSt a
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penny on the streets, these items appear w exemplifY ephemerality. Yet a ballad
too has a mulcifaceted nature: it may only have cost a penny, but it would have
been saved and treasured by many as parr of their small collection of reading materials; the text of those particular traditional ballads themselves may have been
hundreds of years old, with versions being passed on orally, via manuscript, and
through print; 9 and highly educated critics such as J2.~_~ph Addi~QrLC:9~ld.-stiJl

Nursery-chimney at home 0' my owne pasting up?" Fortunately for
us, there were-among those who normally bought books rather than
ballads-collecrors like Selden and Pepys, Bagford and Anthony Wood,
who rescued copies while they were still obrainable; and there were
eduClted men who enjoyed reading the.m.~ccorcling to Hearne (8 June
1711), the Earl of Dorset, "a man of admi rable sen$e and understand,;

t<:Y~_~uch..<l .~.;!ll;lsl <lfldwri.te qfhow en10tionallpifecting they fOUDcUt-like a
Proustian madeleine, the sound of an old street singer performing one of these
ballads could send Addison back w his childhood in sweet reminiscence. Io

iog," had a fine collect.ioo of ballads which he ~ed to read with delight
for their "simplicity and '.1ft~f1!;§S o(sSYle," and che Dean of Christ
ChuTch Wa5 ready to ;pend a good sum for a similar accumu.larion. l ~

The conceptual slide associated with the category title ephemera diswrts our
vision of the material by draWing us to think about the fact that much of it did not
survive, rather than reminding us to attend ro the important ways it functioned
when it was produced. As these examples show, there is an inherent tension in,
say, political pamphlets or broadside ballads: materially, they are disposable, yet
their coment could be worth treasuring. The very cheapness and .ease of production that made these items so easy to destroy also paradoxically both constructed

!)mil me Iare seventeenth century, when black-Ierter ballads finally fe.1l our of favor, bl'Oadside billiads and other forms of cheap ephemeral prim ~q9.gi,I}l_[eg ~ r~
~rvoir of shared culr.ural ,material t~at ~1!..~nj.o.y.ed-.br.-tead""s-and , importamly,
the illiterate- from all suam. of English society. Many commemaro[s have noted
how the illiterate or semi-literate could share in [he enjoyment of these materirus:
chanters sold rhe ballads on rhe stJ;'eets or at faits, singing them aloud; once ballads or broadsides were posted on tavern walls or in homes, me lirerare could read
them aloud for others.

I

and catered w popular tastes. The coment of cheap print (both visual and textual)
could be both conservative and innovative: London booksellers such as the Diceys
might deliberately cater to lowest common denominator tastes with their repackaging of old ballads and their hiring of hacks to write new imitations-but the
ease of printing ephemeral texts also meant that dissenting voices could get their
Own writings out imo the street to be heard and debated.lI _Che~ness helped

Production and Consumption

.!:ph.~f!1 e.I<lL .m.:m.rial pe.netrate...de.ep.Ly. into. the_brQad_J2QP_ul~fe-to

be ubiq ui to us,
in fact-and thus w embody in many ways the qualities of oral culture that much
of the material derived from: continuity, familiarity; tradition. Cheapness also
made it possible for those with new and uncomfortable ideas to distribute them.
/The fact that ephemeral material could serve such different ends-and that the
same printer could produce examples of each-makes the development of an
epistemology of ephemera problematic: any focus on Content alone is doomed to
draw self-contradicwry conclusions.

I

I

It is also imporrant w acknowledge, as Addison did, how much many of
these texts mattered to-and were enjoyed by-a wide spectrum of readers and
listeners. As Cyprian Blagden puts it,
Ballads, of the popular literature kind, may be "ephemeral" now, but I
doubt if they were so regarded in the seventeenth century by the purchasers for whom they were printed. "0 sister," says Cokes ro Mistress
Overdo in Bartholomew Fair, "doe you remember the ballads over the

J

The interdisciplinary re-integration of the stu~y of ephemera attempted in this
collection draws attention instead to the common elemems of the material. What
these disparate ephemeral objects share is a marginal position with respect to the
kinds of works on which literary studies and art history have ordinarily concentrated. Indeed, the fact that many ephemeral objects convey meaning through
both visual and literary means distinguishes them from the things that are at the
cores of these academic disciplines. Moreover, they lack some of the basic attributes
of a work of art, the very characteristics that have traditionally been of concern
to scholars. ror one thing. many ephemeral works lack a doc~~n!e~ a~~
~~.r: In the case of broadside ballads, the surviving objects may represent a much
larger oral tradition in which they circulated. Pamphlets are similarly difficult to
attribute to a single author (in many cases) since their texts often draw on other
ephemeral works or on more substantial publicacions from which they lifted liberally. Chapbooks were sQmetimes abridged versions of longer novels-Pamela for
instance-but were frequently unsigned. In a similar sense, popular prints could
be less expensive versions of aesthetically ambitious works by known artists that
had originally been marketed to an elite clientele. For example, the oil painting by
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Henry Walron that was publicly exhibited under the tide ''A Girl Buying a Ballad"
in 1778 (frontispiece) became the basis of several relatively inexpensive prints the
different titles of which changed the meaning of the image. 13 Or they could be
original designs on a modest scale, produced by inexpensive and simple means,
embedded in the vernacular visual culture of their time and place of production,
and sold to a large and diverse audience. ]he fact that ephemeral works are often
disconnected fmrruheir makers also means that little is known of their consumers:
. .-.
...
--. - -~'-'--.-whereas known artists documented both the production and consumption of their
works in archives that were preserved by later generations, the production and
retailing of ephemeral works is rarely recorded. What is known about the trade in

that individual profit records for any particular text are hard to come byY The
printing business of Benjamin Franklin provides an interesting example of the
financial contribution of inexpensive ephemeral works. Franklin was active as a
printer in Philadelphia from 1723 to 1748, following an apprenticeship with his
brother, James, a Boston printer, where he recorded having written, produced, and
I hawked two broadside ballads on contemporary topics. Although Franklin was the
publisher in 1742 of the first novel in America, Samuel Richardson's Pamela, and

"-

u'~l

ephemcra is largely pieced ro~~I in4!recdy from an~cdotal exLdence.
...r-- Given that rhe discip.line of art hisror~gan as bio~Rhic;.a1 writing. "authorless" ephemeral works can hatdly fulfill me central obsession of me cUscipline
krith documenting the formal development of the oeuvre of a creadve genius.
Denied an author, traditional art history falls silent when it comes to ephemera,
leaving such objects to the more.L~enr fi.elds of yisll.a1.gr:.\:ewaj:Jll;l.J:~tJJ~ Even
those scj10lars who study the history of prints-which by their very nature exist
primarily in muldples rather than as singular paintings or sculptures-have been

I

reI uctant to m ove be:Yo nd ..lhe eli te Pr:.09\l~.L.i(?12s . ()fJ<),m9ld~ _;J.!:~is~. Hence, the
greatest attention among print historians has been to those artists (Rembrandt
would be the most prominent example) whose printmaking was not only formally .
refined but also complemented a well-known production of canonical paintings.
The undeniable brilliance of a Rembrandt or a Whistler as a printmaker norwithstanding, the works of lesser known or entirely undocumented producers of much
less expensive and ambitious prints are nonetheless of great significance, for..i.t.F..as
those. ephem~Ial wo rks._that.truly.constituted.-visuaL cultur.e. fo.crn.Q.s.Lp~.Q-J?k. 14
The material circumstances of the production of ephemera are an important
consideration. The formats of cheap print that we examine in this collection were
all well established by the period covered by this study. Pamphlets had come into
their own during the English Civil War, and had shown how effectively they could
serve to intervene in political and religious debate. 15 Broadside ballads were steady
sellers, as were chapbooks (both "godly" ones and "merry"-or secular-srories).16
Cheap decorative prints were widely produced in Great Britain and in continental
Europe. Yet although much is known about who printed these items, it is less easy
to understand how they functioned for the printer: that is, they clearly sustained
the balance sheets-they could be quickly set up and run off in between print runs
of more complex books-and yet they wq~~c;h~ and so margill:illy...p.(Q.fi~
[6 )

although he also published newspapers, !h~.v<),s~ .~~iQ.rjtY.QJ hiLbusin,;~~.",as. _LD
~~E..ti.ng. Of 545 jobs known through ledger entries, approximately 2.zf!g<:;~!}J

~~J~L ~!~gl~~~~.U~~.r!l.s. Among these was a 1741 broadside, "The Last Dy-

"*

\ ing Speech of John Ury," a typical subject for a single sheet. Although Franklin's

production is relatively well documented, very few examples of his work survive. IS
Once again, then, we see that the tension between rwo contradictory essences
of cheap print conspires to make the larger picture slip away from our view: the
ease with which tbq! cQuld be printed contri~ell(.uh.ejmpossi~Hi-o/-oLu:ack
ing them down amid a vast minutiae of deralJ; the fact that they were Eercei~e.~
~~~.:.~~r-I~ls-because they were derived from traditional material, because the
author chose to remain anonymous, or because authorial copyright did not exist in

any real way-turns scholarly attention away; ~he f;J.<::E.Lh.~~ ~h~y c.()~!.g..b.e. pr9~l:lc:(':d
with su<::.~ _~~t()nls_h.ir:!g §p-,;e_dJIl~k~s .Sh~rrl.s.~eII1R.c:eting'",C:Y~I1.. when they endure.
'-'-'--The ~ost fascinating element of ephemeral materials is {he;;"'~;;P~ry:··that
is, they have a capacity for being turned to many (often mutually e~cl~si~e) ends,
a capacity to penetrate deep into the market, a capacity (Q influence opinion by
being timely, a capacity to invite mystery and response by being anonymous. There
is no way to pin this capacjg dOYill.i2..iLsingl~e.ss.e.rK.e-in fact, any attempt to
do so leads to a partial and thus distorted analysis. !'5:_t;. ephemera's ~~fur
s~eaki.Jlg-IQ a partiC;lllar audie:m:e, in i pwiculauoice is a cap.ac;i(Y. that can be
mobilized in a multitude of cUrecdQIJS, wit:b...exmtar~p.e.ci. Once that happens, an object is produced: a pamphlet, a print, a broadside. Yet focusing only
on the object rather than the capacity from which it emerged tells only part of the
story of ephemeral print. Issues of signification are just as important as questions
of categorization. Given that one common aspect of ephemera is its reliance on
both words and pictures, the second step in mapping out an approach to the material is to consider some of the variety of ways in which visual and literary forms
were conjoined in the production and reception of ephemeral works. Here, ballad
broadsides offer a useful entry into this problem, but the words and images functioned together in any number of ways, as the essays in this volume demonstrate.
[7
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One af the mast impartant things the halistic approach to ephemera enables is a

1: clearer understanding af the public functian af the material. J;phemeral materials
accupy public space, thus they .effeqiy~)y R¥!is:ip.~E.UrLth~ _(,q.mtitutiQlLQ[p-ublic
s.I2E-s:_e.>-an9.b.e£Qfl1<:. par~. af the publi~. sp~er~. Far example, dying speeches by candemned men and wamen af the kind Franklin reproduced accasianed discussian
af cantemparary events; once they were distributed and Rosted they transformed

hauses, taverns, town squares, and o~her sites imp .Yenues_£OLJJ:!~.g2!l~Jructian of
~J::J,ll?l.ic. These materials animate public space: they change the way a particular
space functians. The questian af the canstructian af the public sphere can be addressed fram a variety af paints af view-urbanist, literary, thearetical, etc.-and
to same degree all are imerested in the relatianship between the abstract cancept
af a public sphere and ac(Ual physical space. In the discussians af space, texts take
an a cerrain impartance in same accaunts (e.g., thase af Jilrgen Habermas and
Michel Faucaulr) bur .£.ri.~t .h.is.~_o~i~n~h~:v~.nat attended to the circularioll af.texts
1 (to. ~::-hich are attributed same public functians) in actual space. 19

'-- .

.

..

In Discipline and Punish, far example, Foucault says that "A successful
public execmian justified justice, in that it published the truth af the crime in the
very bady af the man to be executed": his use af "published" is suggestive-far
the eighreenrh-century gallaws broadside can function as a farm af publicatian far
thase who. were nat able physically to witness the executian. Foucault cantinues:
"if each af the participants played his role well, the penal ceremony had the effecti ve ness of a lang public confessian."20 During this periad befare a transformation
af penal policies, punishment was suppased to be seen to be enacted an the bady
af the criminal. Ir was a spectacle, a perfarmance that canstituted a relationship
between the gaverned and these who. geverned them: "In the ceremenies af the
public executian, the main character was the peaple, whese real and immediate
presence was required far the perfarmance. An executian that was known to be
taking place, but which did so. in secret, wauld scarcely have had any meaning."2!
The gallaws broadsides that receunted these executians bath extended to a larger
I audience the "publicatian" af the truth af the crime, as Feucault mentians; they
; also. stabilized the representatian of the event, and toak away its occasional unpredictability (the accasional anger of the labaring-class witnesses at excessive
'- punishment, which might lead them to. disrupt same executions). In braadside
\ accaunts, the criminal cauld be presented as having made a marally edifying "last
dying speech," an appropriate canfessien, an acceptance ef punishment and thus
\ validatian af the precess.
"In ene sense, the broadsheet and the

r
i

I

~ays.
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death sang were the sequel to the trial; ar rather they pursued that mechanism by
which the public executian transferred the secret, written truth af the procedure
to the bedy, gesture and speech of the criminal."22 These texts are thus "deublesided"-they bath serve as propaganda far thase in pawer, and as a way ef turning
a criminal into. the hero ef a printed narrative, eagerly read by many.
The ephemeral texts produced in rela.ion CO crime and punishment 'play an
important role in the consrrucrion af_a publ!5: for the executions, which allows the
syStem of justice to function. Regardless of their actual presence ar absence, the
broadside -e;;;bles the public sphere [0 exist.

Ephemeral

Prints

in

Public

and

Private

Space

IThe varieties af ephemeral printed warks in circulatian in the eighteenth century

I appeared in a range ef spatial cantexts.

Bath Habermas and Faucault pesitian
printed werks at a crucial paint in the process af producing a public. In the
aftermaths af thase defining events, ephemeral prints were either discarded ar
kept and introduced into. new places. TIley could be pested in public spaces
like taverns or caffee hauses, an the walls af buildings, ar in ather lacatians
an streets and squares; some were taken home and displayed. In any af these
cantexts, hawever, the werks weuld have fundamentally transfa rmed the spaces
around them: those-fllaces would have ~ecome~for [he discussion af
momenrarily imeorranr evems and issues ~~.tb(:_~~CJa9side ar pamphlet im-ited
it:s local audience to parriciQate in a parri<::'::lJ~f...cli~<:Q~_~~e: Ch~~p pri~t- [hlis 'en~
genders discursive exchange and cammunity.
Even when the wards an the printed sheet were the primary cancern af the
ephemeral wark-far example, in the case ef the broadside ballad-that did nat
preclude the visual appeal af the ebject. Even a hanging broadside, hawever gruesame its illustratian and hawever sensatianal its text, still possessed an undeniable
visual character that cantributed to. the decer af whatever space it ended up in at
the same time that it invited discussien af the event depicted. Ephemeral printed
warks were thus cheap and accessible interier decaratien far many who. lacked the
ability, ar desire, to adam their places af wark ar residence with more expensive

I

prints ar paintings. Broadsides ar cheap prints, purchased fram a hawker in aj
public square, were brought heme, pinned or pasted 1:0 a wall, set up an a black af
waed, ar even framed. In 1828 wead-engraver Thamas Bewick laaked back ro the
17505, writing that "When I was a bay, er yeuth, I saw in every farm hause [,J cattage and havel, the walls hung reund with large Wead cut pictures-seme ef them
[9
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well done and some very poorly executed-but all of them meant well inasmuch
as they had a powerful tendency [0 stimulate the brave and hardy people to acts of
virt ue and pauiocism [.. .J."23 \x'hatever degree of artistic ambition their makers
may have had, such prints nonetheless exerted an important impact on vernacular
visual culture as these ephemeral works were fixed in place.

f

Cheap prints that were largely visual, that lacked extensive literary texts,
such as English portraits and caricatures, were particularly apt to be used as interior decor. Being inexpensive and widely available, such prints could be acquired
in number and used in a variety of decorative ways. _~readLbX._tb~~ey~nte~
~.~r:[L1rLH1.yice wa~ offeree! Oil how [0 use P~ifltS to decorate a r(lomY By the end
of the eighteenth century, it had become fashionable to display groups of prints.
Series of relatively inexpensive prims on a given theme-be it mythological, historical, or architectural-were framed and hung [Ogether in the homes of some

of_t~e ..nl~.ci..:I!~.e:IX_\:~!!..?ff_~~l~ t~~. ~~~~h)' throughout the Anglo-American world
in the eighteenth century.25 For example, the 1759 inven[Ory of the estate of a
Virginia woman, Sarah Green, listed" 12 Pictures of the Seasons" displayed in
the front hall of her house. While Green was well off, even a person of relatively
modest means such as Andrew Anderson (also of Virginia) possessed a group of six
prims according [0 his 1752 inventory. In 1770, in \X1illiamsburg's Raleigh Tavern
hung" 11 old prints of the Caesars."26 The.l<:J.~~..<2fa ",all dec()ra_ted \oYiJhJ1Jlmerou~_
prims was .even
in early wallpapers
that gave the appearanfe
.of framed..
" .......... - . . "... , .. .mimicked
.
. . -.- .....
....
2c
p!.'ipts. Inexpensive prints entered the domestic realm in other, less direct, ways
as weI!. For instance, printed representations of contemporary events, monuments,
and political figures served as the bases for uansfer printed decorations on ceramic
objects of everyday use. Both in continental Europe and in Great Britain, producers of porcelain and other similar wares perfected the technology that allowed a
printed image [0 be transferred to a ceramic body prior to firing thus obviating
the need for extensive hand decoration. 28 As textile production was mechanized in
\ eighteenth-century England and France, printed images were also reproduced on
fabrics used for clothing and household furnishings. Thus ephemeral objects were
I sometimes gradually transformed into a more permanent form of commodiry.
,-
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Word

and

Image

in

the

Broadside

Ballad

The second major goal of this collection is to reintegrate visual and textual interpretations of ephemeral materials-that is, to read them now as contemporary
audiences must once have done. The customary categorization of ephemera by
[ 10 1
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format has pro~blematic consequences beyond those already mentioned: it causes
text and image ro fall into separate camps and be treated differently, as if they had
nothing to do wich each orber-and yet that is not at all how they functioned
when they were produced. 1n modern museums, libraries , and collections, prints
are separated from texts, and scholars who work on one rarely work on the other.
The arbitrary modern separation of academic disciplines distances us from the way
the material worked. Thus this volume takes up these two cenrral problems: first,

the conceptual implications entailed in categorizing ephemera in different ways;
and
second, the variery of ways in which visual and literary aspects of ephemera
[
worked together to convey meaning.
The material questions related to [he production of ephemera, and the way
they were deployed in public and private space, remind us of how central these works
were to eighteenth-century culture, especially given the large numbers in which we
know they existed. Ephemeral works constituted an important space for the engagement of many issues in the long eighteenth century. Yet in order to fully understand
the place of ephemeral material in the culture as a whole, we must now reconstruct
a lost language of signification. The ways in which meaning was produced for the
audience of these works no longer exist, but analysis of surviving works can begin to
suggest how ephemera may have communicated with its audiences.
A brief discussion of a particularly interesting problem raised by a small
group of ephemeral works serves as an example of how the communicative function of such prints can be inferred. The
texts in guestion-. are broadside
ballads that
"'-----------_.. .•. .. - .. _.
-~.----.-

, _

'
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use the same illustratiQ.n-wirlwme...ull.llSua1le~~o.Qd_cut_ UJJJ.sn:acio..!1 .tha.I
¥tey all share has an em~~.ubble1oLba.nd.ewle)jn ~t>-~h.kh carLhe_Elled_
iDJ~Y..~~~-I2.ri nr.e.L.wheD.-it-is-kid-into.ar.neVILte.xt,..so... that.me"same. ill ustratio D. CaIl.
be cus!.Q!Iili.cl_.mJit.d.iffi:rwJ~f;e.n.arios.29These examples raise some enticingly specific questions about intent, authorship, and meaning, along with some puzzling
questions about production. The empty speech bubble provides an opportunity
to turn a monologic production into a dialogic one-an opportunity that is not
always taken: this illustration also appears in a number of ballads where no text
has been inserted and the banderole remains puzzlingly blank.
The rext inserred inro the banderoles on these ballads changes the nature of
khe illustrations: it vivifies the ballad and provides a representation of a narrative
'lith movement, [emporaliry. and dialogue. Cenainl}~ there are ballads in which
dialogue is represented in the text itself (for example, sometimes one character is
given the first part of the ballad, and another character a second part).30 But in
this particular group of ballads, the dialogue is made immediately visual, and is an

~
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essential part of how the ballad is sold to the public. The illustration is, after all,
one of the first things that draws [he specrawr's eye to the ballad sheet (accompanying the sound of the ballad singer), and the representation of dialogue brings
the specific characters to life in an immediate fashion. We have argued consistencly
in our own work that broadside ballad illustrations are not as arbiUary .a~ S9Ql~.
.critics assume: while woodcLlts are often visually simple and are re-used in ballad
after ballad (until, after a time, one can sometimes see the wormholes from the
original block reproduced in ink), the ways they are combined and the significance
of what they represent are in fact not arbitrary but rather the tantalizing remnants
of a signi~T ing sys[em whose meaning modern readers have great difficulty reconstructing, built as it is on an older emblematic tradition and on a redeployment
of the thought processes of emblems into a new, broader sphere of cheap print. 3l
In the case of this group of ballads, all sharing an illustration into which text has
been painstakingly inserted into the woodcut, the sense of an illustration that has
been very deliberately chosen for a particular ballad is unavoidable.
Little work has been done on who actually produced the thousands of individual commercial (as opposed to traditional) ballads, because it is so difficult
ro find evidence for the authorship of work that was rarely signed. Occasionally,
ballads will have initials at the end; and ballads have been attributed to some of
the more famous writers (Thomas D'Urfey, La~ence Price). The problem of artist
identification has been even more difficult with the woodcuts, though some have
initials carved into them. In the case of the speech bubble ballads, however, the
final production of the ballad is also affected by a third hand: the one who chooses
the print to be inserted into the speech bubble. In some cases, the text inserted is
clearly rypeface, in others it is handwritten on the printed ballad sheet itself
Three ballads with the same illustration that add typeface text in the banderole are "The Ranting Whores ResohuiQll," "Th£Mour.!l~!!LQ>_~~: and "1h,e
tramE§l:!J.IT.Miller." 31 Checking the imprints on these broadsides allows us to see
how they might easily have shared the same woodcut. "The Ranting Whore" was

r
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printed for £:_ Coles.:.. T. .Y~:~:_~~L.w~.!E.~t, and the imprint, unusually, includes a
(]) specific date, 1672; "The Mourning Conquest" was printed for F. Coles, T. Vere,

l:_~~gb.s2!1~1'!Ik; and "The Hampshire Miller" was printed for T. S. in the
\') ~t~~9.9. Cyprian Blagden's indispensable research shows that this version of "The"
Mourning Conquest" must have been printed between 1674 and 1679 (though, asLJ
he points out, that may not have been a first printing).33 Blagden asserts that the
fi[$[ two titles formed parr of a '~ballad sto0"-a list of profitable ballads that were
printed by agreemem within this shifting alliance of printers, who entered some

h
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of their titles into the Stationers' Register and zealously guarded against copyright
infringement in order to preserve their profits. 34 We can thus date these particular
printings of the ballads within a ten-year span, noting that since their coment
was not topical, they may well have existed in earlier (and later) versions. The
only other clue co actual date of writing is the initials
"The Mourning
Conquest," which may refer to an author. As for "The Hampshire Miller," Blagden'
does not list a date for "T. 5.," but does suggest that once business moved away
fcom where ballad priming was concentrated-around Little Britain-and toward
the Strand, it signaled the end of the heyday of the great popularity of noncoPical black-letter ballads;35 this ballad, then, may have been a later copy of a once
popular formula. The evidence of the imprints indicates how the same woodcut
could easily appear in each one, as the overlapping group of printers for the first
twO ballads shared primers and materials as well as rights to ballads.
The theme of most of these ballads is similar and fairly rypical: lustL.~
~::i.Dg[hc:i!~.Lwi~._~. "The Mourning Conquest" features a young woman
who knows what she wants and teaches a naive or ignorant young man how to
have sex. In this ballad, a young woman is out walking when she runs imo a young
man; he is so shy and inexperienced that he does not understand her flirtation for

@Ol1
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what it is.
The Young-man very bashful was
but had a good intent,
He lov'd the maid with all his heart
bur knew not what she meant,
And much a do she had, poor heart;
this young man for to bring,
Unto her bow, which made her cry,
alas poor thing!
She is forced co instruct him in order to get what she wants.
In the case of "The Ranting Whores Resolution," the woman is not so much
lusry as calculating-she makes no bones about the fact that she wants money, and
will say or do anything that men want in order to get it from them.
When this galant's broke,
I've another bespoke,
And he hath my protection
I call him my dove,
And swear by my reputation,
[ 13
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That I never did know,
\V'hat love was till now,
Though I have had men beyond measure
With sLlch Hicks as these
All coxcombs I please,
For I am a lady of pleasure.
"The Hampshire Miller" describes a lusry miller who visits a neighboring
widow, has a fling with her, and eventually returns to his wife:
The widow wears a Manrue gown,
And she will sport for half a crown,
With any miller in the land,
If 'cwill not rise she'll make it stand.
The implication is that the widow is a prostitute, which makes this ballad similar
thematically to "The Ranting Whore." At the end of the ballad, the miller's wife
calls him back to the straight and narrow life.
These are all fairly typical ballads of the period: they describe in detail, with
no prudishness, a scenario of sexual straying, and make fun of the human needs
that produce these tempting situations. In the first ballad the butt of the joke is the
hapless young man who does not know as much as he should about the practical
workings of sexuality. In the next cwo, prostitution is a cause for moral censure:
the audience is not supposed to sympathize with the ranting whore or with the
widow in "The Hampshire Miller," who wants money for her "Mantue gowns";
but the censure is gentle.
What sets these ballads apart from many other similar examples is the shared
illustration, which opens up a new channel of communication becween spectator
and teX[. The shared illustration is a couple lying on the ground wrapped together,
clearly having sex (although fully dressed); there is a cupid figure standing nearby,
with quiver and arrow; the couple appear (0 be dressed in puritan clothes. The
Cupid immediately marks the nature of the ballad as concerned with love, and
the posture of the man and woman further indicates sexual behavior; since they
are outside (there is a house on a hill in the background) , we can also assume that
the nature of tbe relationship is illicit or spontaneous, because it is not framed by
a domestic interior.
The composition of the print balances the Cupid on the left with the rising landscape on the right. At the top edge of the image furled drapery ec~~s

t~_~..J~~i~deYis_e~ [o~~.~ . i.E..pl.9r~_.~I<l.P9f'.ag. prfnts ,and paintingLQ.L.th~.p.criruL
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~d also suggests u~~-like ~JJillg, as though a curtain were being drawn back
to reveal a scene. Irs components-landscape, architecture, and figures-are all
suggested through an economical use of outlines and hatching to suggest three
dimensions. For example, the form of Cupid's body is given a sense of threedimensionality by the parallel lines on either side. While images such as this are
often characterized as "crude," in fact great expressive effect is achieved through
the use of elements drawn from academic art, but distilled down (0 their essentials.
The relationship between the text in the banderole that emanates from
Cupid and the subject of the ballad is metonymic: the banderole text refers (0
the main body of the ballad (sometimes as direct quotation). The illuStrations
in many ballads signify what is interesting about the text (perhaps to illiterate or
\ semi-literate readers); in these ballads, the illustration provides a space for commentary, drawing the reader or viewer into the notion that the narrative presented
is not simply to be consumed but can be re-framed by the textual intervention of
the speech bubble.
~'/~~~~"'{"
In "The Mourning Conquest" (see fig. 1.1), the inserted text is "Alas poor
7J /
thing": this repeats the phrase found in every stanza of the ballad. In the ballad
itself, there is a subtle irony to the phrase, because it functions differently in each
stanza: at one point, for example, the young woman uses it to gently tweak the
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Figure 1.1. "The Mourning Conques(," 1674-1679. ©The Pepys Library, Magdalene
College, Cambridge.
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young man when he does not recognize her flirtation, while at another she uses it
more strongly when she is angry that he has failed to satisfy her, and she tries to
rouse him to continue their sexual encounter. ~9rlil:>g_atdy.§Jif1pery_phrase,
then., ill the ballad.j~~Jf, so its use in the tllustradon seems deliberate and equally
hard to pin down: which one of the twO is the specrator supposed to feel sorry
for, and why? The phrase seems to have been selected to incite curiosity, to act as a
"teaser" in the same way that current newspapers and magazines pull a provocative
or intriguing piece of text from the body of an article and print it in enlarged eype.
In "The Ranting Whore's Resolution," the inserted text says: ':Dh! You press
~ too hard. Hey for a Boy o~! " (see fig. l.2). This is more puzzling-the
refrain for this ballad, repeated ar the end of every sranza, is "For I am a lady of
,! pleasure": the repetition of that phrase serves to underscore the young ~oman's
insistence rhat she will dally with young men, but only so long as rhey have money
to pay her. The words from the banderole do not appear anywhere in the ballad
[ext, and in fact seem a little inappropriate: a young woman who is having sex for
money rather than pleasure might well say, "You press me too hard," but it would
1 be surprising for a prosritute to want a baby ("Hey for a boy or a girl!"). This may
I be a quotation from another similar ballad that we have not yet found, or that no

Figure 1.3.

"The Hampshire Miller," date unknown. ©The Pepys Librar;', Magdalene

College, Cambridge.

longer exists; or it may indicate that the printer or writer was using the lNoodcut
[ banderole as an occasion for creativity.
In "The Hampshire Miller," the text in the banderole says, "Have at thy
Plum-tree now by guess, / fur widow I can do..no..le.ss," (see fig. l.3). In this case,
the quotation is not a refrain but is referred to once in the brief description under
the titie:
The Hampshire Miller, short and thick
With an Overton widow he's done the trick
He shook her plum-tree,
They chance to catch a fall,
Upflipt her cloaths, smock and all,
A woman peep'd though a hole,
She is short and thick,
And see the miller and widow do the trick
To the tune of, The languishing swain,

It is then found once in the actual text of the ballad:
Figure 1.2. "The RalHin g Who res Resolution," 1672. ©The Pepl's Library, Magdalene
College, Cambridge.
[ 1G 1

The widow having nuts in store,
The man he was for one touch more,
[ \-:- 1
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Have at thy Plum-tree now by guess,
For widow I can do no less.
Of the group, this is the hardest ballad for a modern reader to interpret, since it
moves in a somewhat disjointed fashion from one image or event to the next. It
is probable that for a contemporary audience the stylistic conventions of ballads
were so utterly familiar that the merest hint was required for the audience to
understand the entire allusion: the widow had nuts, a miller grinds them; this is
then the set-up for a bawdy metaphor about nutcrackers in the following stanza.
Lacking that familiarity, a modern reader puzzles through the shorthand description of the sequence of events-wondering, for example, who the woman is who
"peep'd through a hole," and what meaning she adds to the story. This group of
three ballads allows us to speculate that it was the printer who set typeface into the
banderole, and thus chose the apposite quotation.
We have also Found two examples of this same illustration in which the text

production or consumption of the broadside to bring words and images together
) or to add a new layer of meaning to the work.
These manuscript additions to existing prints of ballads may have been
common. A second example of this process is "Loves Captivity and Liberty": once
again, one can compare rwo surviving issues with the same imprint (Coles, Vere,
Wright, and Clark, 1674-1679), and see that one has an empty banderole while
the other has handwritten text inserted into the speech bubble: it says "Shove hg
home boy." ]!is woodcut appears to be a copy of the illustration discussed in all
~ other examples, because there is ;ullgh.LCha.nge_!r le im~e-lnstea:d of the
house in the upper right corner, there is a tree with a face in it. "~?:-:~~_.C;:~p'~:vj!y"
lis stylistically anomalous: it is not a bawdy ballad, but rather a love song with clas-

I

JSical allusions and elements of a blazon:
What though I love in servitude,
Constrained so by Love,
Alcides beaury once subdu'd,
As Daphne conquered Jove;
I know no Medicine for my wound,
But they approved An,
Whose perfect skills and gifts profound
Can heal my love-sick heart.

~.r:itr.~f1.Jf1 ~y. h~.n.9

banderole appears
have been
...
rather than inserted by
jl inthetheprinter
as typeface. This raises different questions about "authorial" intent:
to

I

here it is the purchaser of the broadside who chose

to

memorialize a response, and

I in fact change the way the ballad's coptent is presented.

J

One example is an edition of/;'The Knight and the Beggar-Wench" whose
text in the banderole says, "Hold up my Dear." This particular example, from
the Bodleian Broadside Ballad database, has the imprint "for F. Coles, T. Vere,
and]. Wright" (!.iJ.§2.::-J§Z4.. 40 Raw!. 566[61J).36 This ballad seems to have been
popular, because there are four other surviving imprints over a rwenty-year period
(one with a different illusrration). In the edition of"" The Knight and the BeggarWench" in the Bodleian collection, the author of the manuscript insertion in the
speech bubble takes a point of view opposite that of whomever added words to
the previous example. In this instance, the written words-"Hold up my Dear"sympathize with the woman (rather than the man) in a tale of a philandering
husband who at the end becomes the subject of derision by both his wife and the
young beggar woman whom he is forcing to have sex. The existence of a nearly
identical version of the broadside in the Pepys collection (3.222), which features
the same woodcut with a blank speech bubble, suggests that the practice ofleaving
a space in which words could be inserted to establish a point of view on the story
was widespread. It is impossible to know who was responsible for inserting these
commentaries on the story, but it is clear that the added words made the images
mean in different ways. Given that the woodcuts were re-used as illustrations for
various narratives, the speech bubble provided a way for anyone involved in the

I
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In this context, the illustration seems out of place: there is no bawdy sexual encounter described in the ballad, and the handwrinen comment "Shove her home
boy" seems to allude to what the reader expected to find rather than what is there.
In "Loves Captivity," the manuscript insertion in the speech bubble, and indeed
the entire woodcut, make the ballad more bawdy than would be suggested by the
text and the other image which shows a couple holding hands. The images are
certainly more pointed in their meaning than the ballad's refrain: "Come gende
sweet, let our red lips meet, / And haste unto the Ferry, / That our Nuptial rite,
may be with delight / to make our senses merry." The image of the man and
woman changes the meaning of the text, and the manuscript addition-"Shove
her home boy"-makes Cupid appear to cheer for a sexual aggressiveness that is

not described in the ballad itself.
Unlike with more high-style works, these woodblock prints offered a variety of means for producers and consumers to engage with the work, to modify
'
or enhance its meaning, through the use of the speech bubbles. The several ways
that the bubbles appear point to a signifying function that is not yet completely

)~
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understood, but one in which text and image could be variously related. For those
examples that have primed text inserted in the bubble it is c1e~ that the prim er
did so to highlight some aspect of the ballad or co make the pte-existing woodcut
connect more closely to the story being cold. When a bubble was left blank by the
primer, it offered the opportunity for the primer himself, the hawker, o.the buyer
to insert text that inflected it in some way. The buyer ""as rhereby invited to express
her or his perspective on the story, co emphasize cerrain aspectS of ir, or even to
introduce a poim of view foreign to the text or illustrations.

Interdisciplinary
An

Ho l istic

Interpretation:

Approach

to

Ephemera

This group of ball~ds. inrriguing in themselves, provides a useful testing ground
a truly interdisciplinary approach: an adequate interprefor the development
tadon requires a '-"ealeh of differem informarion, all brought to bear at the same
rime, Research inro priming production history hdps determine who primed
,hest ballads and when, and why this woodcut could have been shared or copjed. [r Is also important ro analrze the acrual method of inserting text into a
woodcut, or adding it later. in order [Q underscand who might have done that
(p rimer, ballad writer. purchaser, etc.); it wouJd be panicularly useful [Q com ~are rhi~ group of broadside ballads with a large sdectiQ~ of other speech bubble
ViUusrrarlons, from differem types of popuJar cheap ptlnl, in order to see the
different uses this technique was put [Q and gauge the possible expectations of
;ludiences 'w ho saw such an iIlusrrarion. In terms of literary evaluation, it is useful ro conremplate the stylistic similarities and differences between the ballads,
i'11 order (0 draw some specuJative conclusions about the writers and audiences.
\" From a visual perspecti,re. one can coocextualize the illustration by comparison
with more formal comemporary images of Cupid.
Most importanr. though. is the tantalizing glimpse offered through this
fascinating group of ballads inro the mentaLire of the late seventeenth-century ballad audience. The reconstruCtion of the circumstances of the ballads' production
makes legible a more complex and dynamic relationship between ballad writer,
primer, and broadside pur~haser, in which the printed ballad is seen not as finished
producr but as invitation tor further teXTUal and visual eogagemem. The dialogic
relationship repLesenred in these parricular ballads suggesrs mat the constanr shaping process found in oral transmission continues in this era of cheap prim. The
roles of ballad writer and ballad buyer are not fixed. These speech bubble ballads

or
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show that there is not a clear demarcation between orality and literacy: the habits
of mind of orality endure in the dialogic exchange represented by the buyer's tex- If
tual response to these ballads.
When someone hears a ballad on the street, or sees the ballad sheet with its
illustrations, and then pulls out a penny to buy it, that person is not experiencing print as an individual private reading momem: he o~she i~J2~ifip;H5D!;-iJl
~_s_t_a.!:c::~Lml.wraLmQm;;nt. In this exchange, the ballad sheet functions as a commodity that enables ~n:d_~xp.t;d~Dce to take place; this is an unusual use of a
commodity in that it is not purchased for private ownership and enjoyment but

rather for c<?1.~<:.~i.y.~SJl..g.4g.w:u:n t. Pe9-pJd:)QJ,J,ghtball~(t~.t.o.sha!:~_ib~m. jgA~~£J~)'
.~h.ern, .toJnakeJht;m,_~floint of community, not to put them away and read them
in__sg.lltUde..., (Collectors

·~·;~ ·;~~-~aroi'i:S Tii'ih'is ~~g~rd: thei~ -moti~;:~;~;:;~'ar~ ' ~fa

~ore fetishistic nature and not of the moment.) ]UYing....ballaQ.~!I\lghL~YmJI!.ak~·l
ayer~~l!lr-a

new twist on the notion of popular culture, Purchasers are

buying or investing in community, rather than indulging in onanistiC pleasure;
this type of cheap print forms part of a me!l.~;;ljry_th~.u~~s.tif~)i".~~i!l p'}:lp..lj<::,~.[1Qt
life strictly 5,liyjg.~~. i,~ro PI,lQUS _afl4J?I,iy?[e. In this case, the fact that the speech
b"~bbl~-'baliads use ba~dy discourse underscores that blurring of public and private: in the twenty-first century, bawdy has been placed firmly in the realm of the
private, but for the late seventeenth century, it was emphatically part of a public

I

discourse shared by all classes.
This group of speech bubble ballads suggest new ways for scholars to engage
with the vast archives of ephemeral material. The deliberate integration of critical
perspectives on both texts and images opens productive paths for an appreciation
of the ways that ephemeral cheap print informed an entire culture: the essays in
this collection-using interdisciplinary methods on a wide variety of objectsshow where such research can lead.

The

EssayS

The essays in this collection are divided into twO secrions, addressing the twO
major questions we have raised here: categorization of ephemera, and the unique
interplay of text and image found in so many exemplars.
The first ,group of essays takes up overarching concerns of definition and
categorization. Paula McDowell's "Of Grubs and Other Insects: Constructing the
Categories of 'Ephemera and 'Literature' in Eighteenth-Century British Writing," engages directly with the effects of categorization on our understanding
[21
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of ephemera. She rakes us back to rhe perspecrive of eighreench-century wrirers
rhemselves, as rhey used rhe rerm ephemera to beliule works rhar they felt would not
endure (wharever formar-even folios-rhey were produced in). The norion oflirerary value is a crucial aspecr to rhe way this rerm has been used: ephemera includes
no( only works (hat are topical and flee(ing, bu( works (hat have nor been valued.
Rarher rhan consider (he cui rural producrion of ephemera, as do rhe other essayists
in the volume, she considers rhe effect of popular cheap print on the broader print
cu]mre. Her essay shows how canonical authors such as Pope and Swift partook in
an ephemeral process, and demonstrates rhar the smdy of ephemera goes far beyond
rhe ephemeral print producr irself; in rhe eighreenth century when ephemeral print
flooded (he marker and shaped its audience, canonical wrirers saw their process as
\
part of a prim culture (har was in facr dominated by ephemeral works.
Pauicia Fumerton addresses the caregorization conundrum from rhe modern perspecri\'e: she grapples with the "shape-shifting" essence of one of rhe most
imporrant forms of ephemera-the broadside ballad-in her essay on "Digitizing
Ephemera and Its Discontents: EBBA's Quesr to Capture the Protean Broadside
Ballad." As direcror of rhe English Broadside Ballad Archive (EBBA) at the University of California, Santa Barbara, Fumerton has struggled with both contemporary
and eighreemh-cemury theories of categorization for ephemeral materials. She
demonsuares how decisions made about collecting and categorizing the materials
have long-term implications for how they are accessed and interpreted.
Ruth Perry tackles another of what modern critics consider the fundamental
problem of ballads: namely, rheir origins in orality and their transmutations into
print culrure. In "What Gets Printed from Oral Tradition: Anna Gordon's Ephemeral Ballads," she explores Brown's relarionship to the ballads she had learned as
a child in rhe 1740s and '50s in Scotland and the process through which those
ballads made their way into prim. In doing so, Perry interrogates the notion of
authemicity as ir relates to oral iry.
Adam Fox rakes up rhe development of the broadside ballad through
a deeply focused analysis of its production in Edinburgh. In "Approaches to
Ephemera: Scottish Broadsides, 1679-1746," he argues that a full understanding of this material can only be achieved through a broadly interdisciplinary
approach. His derailed analysis of Edinburgh's cheap prim production both distinguishes ir from the prim produced in London berween the mid seventeemh
and lare eighreenth cemuries and demonstrates how closely these ephemeral
materials refiecred local concerns.
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JUS( as Fumerton understands rhe intellectual consequences of organizing
collections of ephemera-for categorization shapes and conceprualizes the material for later scholars-Georgia Barnhill extends this discussion in her essay on (he
constitution of an American collection: "Ephemera at the American Antiquarian
Society: Perspectives on Commercial Life in the Long Eighteenth Century." She
demonstrates rhe potencial for ephemeral materials to illuminate aspecrs of commerciallife in rhe Anglophone Atlantic world that would otherwise be inaccessible
to scholars.
The second ser of essays focuses very specifically on the reiarionship between text and image in the crearion of meaning for contemporary consumers of
ephemera, an interrelationship rhat has been hitherro understudied. In the case
of the broadside ballad-the largest archive of ephemeral marerials thar combine
visual and textual elements-too many critics have assumed that rhe crudity and
repetition of rhe woodcut illustrations signal a lack of significance. In cases of
more sophisticared productions, scholarly specialization and the divergence of disciplines have resulted in art historians srudying images while literary scholars focus
on texts, without the two coming together. The first three essays in this section
combine to give rhe broadside ballad the attention ir is due. As the essays in the
first section of the book have already shown, the broadside ballad is a genre more
categorically complex than has been appreciared: for contemporary audiences, one
of its most important elements was its combination of text and image. In different
ways, the essays by Alexandra Franklin, Tara Burk, and Theodore Barrow explore
the ways that audiences participated in creating meaning through the i.nteraction
of
illustrations and teXt in cheap print. MJhr~....Q[Jh~$.f_,~ss<!)'Lc;h,alkng.e._~he_il..S
\
~umprion that ballad illustrations are arbirr.;uy, and argue insread for a nuanced,
rich, and complex production of signification through visual elements of ephem~ral texts (particularly broadside ballads). In "Making Sense of Broadside Ballad
Illustrations in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries," Alexandra Franklin
argues that primers and audiences shared an iconographic m~!!l rhar signified
through woodcut illustrarion; more important, she suggests that audiences had
multiple interpretive systems for drawing meaning from the illusrrarions themselves, and the illustrations in relation to the text. Producers of popular print could
rely on a high level of visual literacy in consumers. What seem to the modern
eye to be randomly re-used woodcuts, placed arbirrarily on the broadside sheet,
emerge insread in Franklin's argumenr as narrative modes whose key we have since
lost: she recreates a visual epistemology of popular cul,tille.
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Tara Burk, in '''A Battleground Around the Crime': The Visualirv of ExeCLl[ion Ephemera and Its Culrural Significances in Late Seventeenth-Century
England," also deals with visual signification as she explores the complex meanings
rhat execurion broadsides held for their audiences. Like Franklin, Burk focuses on
the interpretive skills of an audience who could position themselves in relation to
the politics of the execution itself through the visual cues offered in the illustrations. Using a series of ballads from the Pepys collection as examples, she proposes
that the works could function in multiple ways: sometimes to endorse the dominant ideology of the state, but sometimes to subvert the logic of the event.
'------

'1\
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u

,

Theodore Barrow's essay, "From 'The Easter Wedding' .to 'The Frantick
Lover': The Repeated WoodcLl[ and Its Shifting Roles," ~iderubJ~fl!!}gion of

?:~~~_aI~ty _.~r.~_adsideballad ill.l!~~£a0.()ps.

_ir;
He then addresses the way that the
acrual arrangement of images on the broadside page structures their meanings.
Finally, he maintains that their sources in Continental prints of shifty characters
made them particularly susceptible [Q appropriation in broadsides where @..ey
:ould possess multiple meanins.~ in relation to the ten. Considered together, this
group of three essays breaks new ground in suggesting more effective ways co interpret the crucial role iDl<luo-e.ty played in constructing the meaning of broadside
ballads for a wide range of readets. These readers, whether or nOt [hey were lirerate,
may have been far more sophisticated than previously believed, with a grasp of alluslon and iconography that modem readers no longer deploy, and an engagement
I \with visual literacy that is only now being acknowledged.

I

Finally, Sally O'Driscoll's "What Kind of Man Do the Clothes Make?
Print Culture and the Meanings of Macaroni Effeminacy" brings together texts
and images that were (unlike the broadside ballads) nOt published in the same
ephemeral production, and considers their larger cultural meaning. The object
of smdy is the macaron i-that astonishingly fashionable man of the 1770s
whose huge wigs and exaggerated tailoring made him the butt of a deluge of
caricatures and textual diatribes. These may have been printed separately, yet
they combined in the public imagination to enable an unprecedented conversation about masculinity and sexuality.
These essays speak to each other across the long eighteenth century and
across national borders in the English-speaking world. What they have in common
is an understanding that ephemeral material deserves the best of our intellectual
strategies for interpretation. This material, which was ubiquitous but is now rare,
comes down to us burdened by methods of categorization that have shaped the
value it has been accorded and often determined its very survival; that important
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fact is where all of the essays begin. Each writer explores the assumptions that have
determined the production and reception of the ephemeral materials they choose
to examine, and each develops new methodologies to produce more nuanced,
richer approaches.
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Part I
DEFINITIONS AND CATEGORIZATIONS

